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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Viscous Conservation Laws with Boundary Layers 
Submitted by Wang Jing 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Mathematics 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2004 
We study the asymptotic limiting behavior of the solutions to the initial 
boundary value problem for linearized one-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes 
equations. We consider the characteristic boundary conditions, i.e. we assume 
that an eigenvalue of the associated inviscid Euler system vanishes uniformly on 
the boundary. The aim of this paper is to understand the evolution of the thermal 
boundary layer, to construct the asymptotic ansatz which is uniformly valid up 
to the boundary, and to obtain rigorously the uniform convergence to the solution 
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Introduction 
The asymptotic equivalence between a viscous parabolic system and its associ-
ated inviscid hyperbolic equations in the limit of small dissipations is of consider-
able significance in many physical phenomena and their numerical computations. 
This is particularly so in the presence of shock discontinuities and boundaries(see 
[29]). The problems have been much studied in the linear and semi-linear cases, 
for instance in [1], [2],[14] and [26]. It is well-known that for a hyperbolic equation 
or a system, to impose the boundary condition should be much careful, otherwise 
it would leads to an ill-poscd problem, for details, see [17] and the references 
therein. However, an initial-boundary value problem for a parabolic equation 
or a system in a certain domain would be well-posed as soon as the initial and 
boundary conditions satisfy some compatibility conditions, see [6]. Thus, it is 
commonly believed that solutions of the viscous parabolic equations cannot be 
uniformly closc to those of the inviscid hyperbolic equations, unless the boundary-
conditions are chosen in a very special way. In many cases, such discrepancies in 
velocity or temperature lead to the phenomena of boundary layers, which have 
to be resolved rigorously in mathematical analysis, for example [4], [29], [30], 
32] and [33]. There are two distinguished classes of boundary conditions, which 
yield substantial different behavior, depending on whether the boundary is char-
acteristic or not. In the non-characteristic case, for scalar equations, with or 
without boundary, the convergence of viscous solution in mean to even weak en-
tropy solution to the inviscid hyperbolic problem has been established by using 
maximum principle and entropy estimates, see [3], [15). Yet, little information 
is given by this approach on the asymptotic behavior of the viscous solutions 
for small but non-zero viscosity. Furthermore, it seems to be extremely difficult 
to apply such an approach to any system which do not admit weakly maximum 
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principle. To conquer this difficulty, Xin[32] developed a new approach based on 
matched asymptotic analysis and an energy method. In the paper he obtained the 
asymptotic limiting behavior, before the possible development of singularities, of 
solutions to onc-dimensional quasilinear scalar viscous equation 
dtu' + 氏 ( / ( u � t ) ) + g[u�X, t) = edy, (0.0.1) 
for u^ G {x, t) G M+x G Ej., e > 0 with small viscosity in the presence 
of boundaries under the assumption that the boundary is non-characteristic. He 
showed rigorously that if the difference between the prescribed boundary value 
of the flow and the value of the inviscid flow at the boundary is sufficiently 
small (weak boundary layers), the inviscid flow plus the leading term in the 
formal expansion near the boundary are uniformly approximated by the viscous 
solution. The condition is fulfilled for small time, i.e. the short-time stability. 
As a consequence, it was shown that the viscous flow converges uniformly to the 
inviscid one away from the boundary, and the similar results are valid for the 
strong boundary layers. For systems, a symmetrizable hyperbolic system with a 
small viscosity of order e, 
n 
dtu + A?仇 u)djU + B(b, u) - sAu = f(t, x), t > 0, Xn>0. (0.0.2) 
j=o 
was studied in [12] by Grenier and Gues under the assumption that the bound-
ary is noncharacteristic. In their paper, the initial and boundary conditions are 
chosen to be zero, they also characterized the boundary conditions which survive 
in the limit e —> 0. Then by an elaborate energy estimate, the heart of the proof, 
they showed how a formal approximate solution can be constructed using matched 
asymptotics, and this can be carried out up to any order of e. Their results gen-
eralized earlier works on semilinear equations [7] and one-dimensional problems 
14]. The linear and nonlinear stability of large multi-dimensional viscous bound-
ary layers arising in a parabolic regularization of a hyperbolic initial-boundary 
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value problem with non-characteristic boundary for an n x n system of multi-
dimensional quasilinear hyperbolic equations were studied in [23]. By exploiting 
the concept of Evans functions and using a linearization technique, they gave 
sufficient conditions which guaranteed the stability of boundary layers. Being 
regarded as the generalization of the result in [8], detailing the approximation of 
the Green's function of the linearized equations about the formal matched expan-
sion, Grenier and Roussct [13] presented the results on the existence and stability 
of large amplitude non-characteristic boundary layers for parabolic conservation 
laws as viscosity goes to zero, in the case of a single spatial dimension. They 
showed that the condition of smallness could be replaced by an accurate spectral 
condition on the formal boundary layer, phrased in terms of an associated Evans 
function. For the similar case of the compressible Navier-Stokes system, see Xin 
[36]. As for the case that in presence of the shock discontinuities, somewhat 
like the non-characteristic boundary case, Goodman and Xin [10] obtained the 
following elegant result. Assume that the p-th characteristic family for 
ut + /(w)工=0， n G M", 0； G R, i > 0. (0.0.3) 
is genuinely nonlinear and u is a piecewise smooth solution with a single, entropic, 
sufficiently weak p-shock. Then u is the limit of a sequence of solutions vf to 
nf + = u e M", xeR, t > 0. (0.0.4) 
as £： 0. Away from the shock, the difference between u^ and u, measured in 
sup-norm, is of order £ globally, the I?- norm oi u^ — u is of order £” for every 
T] < I. The result holds as well for solutions with finitely many non-interacting 
cntropic shocks. The ideas in this paper can also be applied to study the solutions 
of initial-boundary value problem for (0.0.3) and (0.0.4) and for one-dimensional 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations with non-characteristic boundary. 
From a physical point of view, another natural assumption is that the bound-
ary is impermeable; then this leads to characteristic boundary conditions. The 
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characteristic case, though more physical since for example in the case of one-
dimensional Navier-Stokes system, the no-slip boundary condition is u^ = 
is the velocity of the fluid) on the boundary, which is uniformly characteristic 
for the corresponding Euler system. Although the significance of this type of 
boundary condition is clear, yet the mathematical analysis is very difficult and 
the progress is much limited. In contrast to the non-characteristic case, the 
width of the boundary layer in the characteristic case is in the order of the square 
root of the coefficient of viscosity, and it is well known in fluid mechanics [5] 
that very complicated instabilities phenomena may appear in this small zone. In 
particular, with the artificial viscosity, a boundary layer analysis was done for 
multidimensional semilinear system in [14] and for quasilinear totally character-
istic systems in [11]. As a physical model with real viscosity, due to the loss of 
the regularity of the solution to the initial boundary value problem of the non-
linear Prandtl equation, sec [35]，a linearized Navier-Stokes [resp. Euler] system 
for the two-dimensional compressible isentropic fluid with no-slip boundary con-
dition (characteristic boimdary)is investigated by Xin and Yanagisawa [33]. In 
that paper, the boundary layer profile is dominated by the Prandtl equation. 
The authors showed the asymptotic behavior as e tends to zero and gave a rigor-
ous analysis of the boundary layer appearing in this process. This amounted to 
constructing interior and boundary layer expansions. The terms of the interior 
expansion arise as solutions of the corresponding (inhomogeneous) Euler equa-
tions. Then, rescaling Xi by the order e, the terms of the boundary expansion 
are derived as solutions of a family of ordinary and partial differential equations. 
Then by an energy estimate, the stability of the viscous boundary layer was 
established. 
Here, we start with the following topics. As is well-known that the motion 
of the one-dimensional compressible viscous flow with heat-conduction without 
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external forcc can be described by the following full Navier-Stokes equations 
( 
Qt + ( H x = 0， 
< {Qu)t + {QV? + p)尤=/in^x, (0.0.5) 
{QE)t + {QUE + up) a: = /^(uux)x + 
\ 
for (a;, t) e IR+ X [0, T], where g, u, 0,p{g, e) are the density, velocity, temperature 
and pressure; e{Q, 6) represents the internal energy, and the energy E = ^u^ + e, 
see [31]. On the other hand, the motion of an inviscid compressible fluid is 
described by the full Euler equations, which are obtained by taking the coefficient 
of the viscosity /i and the coefficient of heat conductivity k in (0.0.5) to be zero: 
Qt + {QU)x = 0, 
< + = (0-0.6) 
{QE)t + {QUE + = 0， 
\ 
for [x,t) e X [0’T]. In this case, the nonslip boundary condition is given as 
u{x = 0 ,0 = 0. (0.0.7) 
This obviously makes the boundary be uniformly characteristic for the Euler 
system (0.0.6). To determine the solutions to the equations (0.0.5), we should 
impose a Dirichlet boundary condition on the temperature. We will formulate it 
in details in Chapter 1. 
Since two-parameter perturbation problems are not in the scope of this thesis, 
for simplicity, we assume that the coefficients of viscosity and the heat conduc-
tivity arc proportional to the same parameter, say, e^ with 0 < £ < 1. The aim of 
this paper is to study the asymptotic limiting behavior of the solutions to the ini-
tial boundary value problem of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations as £ — 0, 
for concrete form sec (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) in the Chapter 1. Due to the disparity of 
the boundary conditions (1.1.3) and (1.1.6), the solutions to the initial bound-
ary value problem (1.2.2)—(1.2.4) will exhibit multi-scale behavior in the uniform 
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norm, which will lead to the phenomena of the thermal boundary layer. To do the 
analysis on this boundary layer phenomena, by means of the asymptotic analysis 
with multiple scales, for reference, see [25], [27] and [28], we combine the inner 
and boundary expansions to get an approximate solution of the initial boundary 
value problem of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (1.2.2)-(1.2.4), which is 
expcctcd to describe the boundary layer phenomena as well as possible. 
Being enlightened by the work in [33], we first introduce an nonlinear trans-
formation to change the unknown functions U into the variables V, as seen in the 
next chapter. Then by applying the asymptotic analysis of the inner expansion, 
wc determine each term of the inner expansion as a solution of the inhomoge-
neous linearized Euler equations. This reflects the fact that the inner expansion 
terms describe the motion of the fluid far away from the boundary. In particular, 
we notice that the first-order term of the inner expansion is determined by the 
solution of the linearized Euler equations (1.2.10) with the same initial bound-
ary conditions (1.2.11) and (1.2.12). Then we rescale the spatial variable x by 
the diffusive scale e due to the characteristic boundary, it is seen that the two 
components of each order of the boundary expansion obey a family of ordinary 
differential equations. In order to exclude the effect of the fluid motion outside 
the boundary layer from the boundary expansion terms, we impose the decay 
conditions at infinity. The other component of each order of the boundary terms 
is dominated by a family of parabolic equations, we impose the inhomogeneous 
boundary condition of which the data consists of the same order inner expan-
sion term in order to match the boundary condition (1.2.3), taking account of 
the zero initial condition, we can get the solutions of these equations. Concern-
ing the boundary condition (1.2.11)，appropriate inhomogeneous boundary data 
are also required for the corresponding inner expansions. Thus we can deter-
mine all the terms in the expansion. With such approximate solution, we then 
apply the tcchniqucs of energy methods to show the pointwise error estimates 
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of the approximate solution. Owing to the incompleteness of the parabolicity 
of the Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible viscous fluid with heat con-
duction and the appearance of the boundary layer, the procedure of the error 
estimates needs careful observations of the structure between the equations and 
the boundary condition of the initial boundary value problem of the linearized 
Navier-Stokes equations. We first give the basic L^ estimate of the error term 
itself (see Lemma 3.2.1 in Chapter 3). With a view to the homogenous initial 
and boundary condition by considering the condition (1.2.1), we then give the 
estimate of the tangential derivative of the error term (see Lemma 1.2.1); finally, 
using the equations (3.1.16)-(3.1.17) and the previous estimates, we give the L? 
estimate of the normal derivative of the error term. All these together leads 
to the point wise estimate of the error term of the approximate solution，which 
readily yields the main result, i.e. the uniform stability result for the linearized 
Navier-Stokes solution in the zero-dissipation limit, as stated in Chapter 3. 
This thesis is organized as follow: In Chapter 1, the initial boundary value 
problem of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations and the corresponding initial 
boundary value problem of the linearized Euler system that we treat arc for-
mulated. Ill Chapter 2, an approximate solution of the initial boundary value 
problem of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations is constructed by the method 
of two-scale asymptotic expansions. In Chapter 3，the error estimates of the 
approximate solution and the uniform stability result are given. 
Chapter 1 
Formulation of the Problem 
In this chaptcr, wc will illustrate how the initial boundary value problem of the 
linearized Navier-Stokes equations and the corresponding initial boundary value 
problem of the linearized Eiiler equations are formulated. 
1.1 Reformulated Navier-Stokes Equations 
The system (0.0.5) can be reduccd to 
Qt + {QU)X = 0, 
< QUT + QUU工 = IMI^^CO, (1.1.1) 
get + Que：^ + pu^ = fiUj；. Uj； + k^^x, 
for (x, i) e 1R+ X [0, T]. We wish to conclude by giving the example of the ideal gas 
which obeys p = RQQ, and e = CY9, where R> 0 is called the ideal gas constant, 
Cy > 0 represents the specific heat at constant volume and the adiabatic constant 
7 is setting by 7 = 1 + whose interesting region for physical applications is 
(1, | ] (see [20]). So for the ideal gas, assuming n = and k = he^ with h a 
10 
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positive constant. The Navier-Stokes equations are written as 
‘ 
Qt + QxU + QUa： = 0， 
RQ 
< Ut + UUx H Px + ROx = —Uxx, (1.1.2) 
Q Q 
, , R 9 £2 
Ot + UUx H Ua：=——U^Uj： H t^xx-
Cy QCy QCy 
for (a;, t) G X [0,T]. We impose the boundary conditions as . 
u{x = 0,t) = 0, and e(x = 0,t) = ei> 0, (1.1.3) 
and the initial condition 
�Q, u, e f ( x , 0)=(创,uo，Oof(^), for a; e R+. (1.1.4) 
The associated initial-boundary value problem for Euler equations are 
( 
Qt + QxU + QUx = 0， 
RQ 
<Ut + uux H Px + 朋X = 0， (1.1.5) 
RQ 
Ot + uQa： H Wx = 0, 
c幻 
for (iT，力）eR].x [0,T1 with 
= 0,0 = 0, (1.1.6) 
and the same initial condition as in (1.1.4). 
Denote U = (g^U.Oy, Then the initial-boundary value problem (1.1.2)— 
(1.1.4) arc simply dcscribcd as follows 
Ut + A{U)U, = + U丄 in R+ x [0’ T], 
/ \ ( \ 
0 I 0 1 0 \ 
< M+U = M+ = , 
V^J V • • 1 乂 
� U { X , 0)-(你，Uo, Oofix)三 Uo{x), for a; G M+. 
(1.1.7) 
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where 
/ . \ u g 0 
A(U)=巧 u R , 
I 0 f n j 
^ 0 0 0 \ 卜 0 0、 
B{U) = 0 ^ 0 , and Q{U) = 0 0 0 
. 0 0 ^ / I 0 0 . 
\ QCv / \ ecv / 
and the initial boundary value problem of the Euler system is 
+ = in 1R+ x [0,T], 
< iV/Of/D = 0’ M � = ( 0 1 0 )， (1.1.8) 
V / 
= Uo{x), for X e M+. 
It is well-known that the system (1.1.8) is strictly hyperbolic and its charac-
teristic speeds arc 
Ao = n, Ai = u + c, 入2 二 ti — c， 
where c = y/'jRO is the sonic speed with 7 = 1 + 悬(see [19]). And the cor-




h = (Re,cQ,R 礼 
k = (RO, -CQ, Rq). 
Set 
^ {R-C,)d \ 卜 、 
V = TLU = 2u = ， 
\ 紐 0 / V^J 
where the nonlinear transformation 
L{U) = (loJul2f, 
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and 
^ 1 0 0 、 
T(U)= 0 丄 — 丄 . 
\ , CQ eg 
n i l 
\ U 0 Q / 
Then in terms of V the Navier-Stokes equations can be written as 
dtV + L'V = 0, in R+ x [0,T], 
where 
L'V =A{V)d:,V + W{V)V + A{V)V - e'^B(V)dlV - 2e'^B{V)d.,V 
—e^BiV)V - e^Q{V) - 2£''Q{V) - e^Q{V). (1.1.9) 
with 
^ u 0 0 
A(V) = TLAL-'T-' = 0 u - f , 
( � u J 
w{V) = TL 射 L-ir-i) 
/ M n -r7 \ ( e _ 0 ^~~ \ 
= 0 2 0 dt 0 I 0 
OP P) 2RQ 1 A 0 
\ Z i t LI Q y \ / ? ,+C„ U 2q{R+C,,)) 
/ n \ 
0；0 U UJi 
= 0 0 0 
\ 0 UJ3 ) 
A{V) = 
f Re 0 r \ ( li n n \ ( g n ^ \ 
0 2 0 ^ u R d^ 0 I 0 
Q 2 
y2R 0 ^ u J y 0 2e{R+c.) / 
/ . \ 
TQ 0 T i 
- T"2 0 T3 ， 
\ T4 0 7*5 乂 
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B(V) = TLBL-^T-^ 
< f Q -Cy \ I 0 0 0 \ / e{R+c.) • 2R{R+c,)� 
0 2 0 0 ^ 0 0 i 0 Q 2 
0 Jk / \ nh： 0 2q{R+C.) 
( h n he \ ( hr. — ^ 0 h. \ WC： U 如—R+C” U 
= 0 ^ 0 = 0 62 0 
2hR n hR u n 
\ Cy6iR+Cv) U J \ ” ” 
B{V) = TLBd“L-iT’ 
<，0 )广• Q • A ( • 2R{R+C^)� 
0 2 0 0 ^ 0 0 I 0 
Q 2 
9 p A 2Rq A A 1 fi 6 \ZiXU 0 / \ ^ ^ ^ / \ H+a U 2g{R+C^) / 
, 0 0 k o � 
= 0 0 0 ， 
^ 0 0 /Ci ^ 
^ 0 0 k 2 � 
B{V) = TLBdl{L-'T-') ^ 0 0 0 
\0 0 h J 
and 
Q(V) = TLQ{U)L-'T-\d:,V,d:,V), 
Q{V) = TLQ(U)(么(L-iT-i) V ， , 
Q(V) = TLQ{U)d,{L-'T-')(V, V). 
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1.2 Linearized Problems 
Wc linearize the equations around a smooth function V 二 W’ 礼 t h a t sat-
isfies the following conditions 
V'eC^(R+x[0,T])， 
xd^v e X [o，ri)， 
< > Co > 0, in M+ X [0,T], (1.2.1) 
B' >cx> 0’ in R+ x [0，T]， 
v[{x = 0,t) = 0, 
V 
where cq and Ci arc constants and T is any finite positive number. Here C穿(IR+ x 
[0, T]) denotes the space of functions whose derivatives are bounded and contin-
uous in IR+ X [0, T], and x [0,T]) the space of bounded and continuous 
functions in IR+ x [0, T]. It should be noted that the regularity conditions in (1.2.1) 
is just for simplicity of presentation, it is not essential, and it will be clear from 
our analysis in the following chapters. Then the initial boundary value problem 
of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations we treat in this paper is written as 
dtV + C'V + t) = 0， in E+ x [0，T], (1.2.2) 
^ ( {R-c\)ei \ ^ [ 1 0 o \ , 
M ^ V = � ， M + = ， (1.2.3) 
V 0 y 1 0乂 
0) = TLUo = VoW, for a; e R+. (1.2.4) 
where 
C'V =A(x, t)d:,V + W(a;, t)V^ Aix, t)V 
— t ) d l V 一 2e''B(x, t)d^V — e''B{x, t)V, (1.2.5) 
and 
t) = t) + e''S\x, t) + t). 
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where A(x, t) is the linearization of A{V) around V , i.e. 
f u' 0 0 � 
A(x,t)= 0 ， 
( 0 学 u ' ) 
the meanings of }V(x, t), A{x, i), t) arc similar. We should point out that 
S'(x,t) = -Q(V')-Q{V')-Q{V% 
and )3{x, t) is the following linearized B(x,t), 
^ bo 0 0 � 
B{x,t) = 0 0 , (1 .2 .6) 
、0 0 0 y 
with 
( 幌 � 
S'(x,t) = 0 , (1.2.7) 
V m + m ) 
and B{x, t) is the linearized B{x, t), 
^ 0 0 k'o ^ 
B(x,t) = 0 0 0 , (1.2.8) 
、0 0 0 y 
with 
I 0 \ 
S \ x , t ) = 0 . (1.2.9) 
�k idxv '2 j 
From now on wc omit the prime for simplicity. The corresponding initial bound-
ary value problems of the linearized Euler equations are 
dtV'' + = 0, in Ml^  x [0,T], (1.2.10) 
n / 0 1 0 \ 
A 作 二0， M=( )， (1.2.11) 
\ 0 0 1 7 
0) = VoW, for (1.2.12) 
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where 
rV = A(x, t)d工V + W{x, t)V + A{x, t)V. (1.2.13) 
It is well-known that in order to obtain the smooth solution to (1.2.2)-(1.2.4), 
it is ncccssary for us to impose some compatibility conditions on the initial and 
boundary values of the solutions. We define inductively the p-Cauchy data (p = 
0’1 ,2’ . - . ) of (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) by 
1 / 仏 0) = M)(a;)’ （1.2.14) 
p-i / 一 1 � 
5=0 \ ^ / 
—[dtw + iari-sv0(:r：，0) + 0) 
+ + (1.2.15) 
Then the initial data VQ{X) of (1.2.4) is said to satisfy the compatibility condition 
of order m for the initial boundary value problem (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) for any £ > 0 if 
( 
for 1) 二 0, 
�� (1 .2 .16) 
0, 1,2, ••• ,m. 
V 
And the compatibility condition of order m of the initial boundary value problem 
for the linearized Euler equations is 
MOafV�(0,0) = 0， / o r p = 0，1，2，…’ m. (1.2.17) 
To isolate the effects of the boundaries, we will consider the smooth vis-
cous flows for the initial boundary value problem (1.2.2)—(1.2.4) of the linearized 
Navier-Stokes equations of a compressible viscous fluid for fixed e, and this is 
guaranteed by the following local existence theorem. 
Proposit ion 1.2.1 (Local Existence) Let e > 0 be constant. Let m > 2 be 
integer. Suppose that the initial data VQ G satisfies the compatibility 
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condition of order [y] — 1 for the initial boundary value problem (1.2.2)-(1.2.4). 
Then there exists a unique solution V^ of (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) such that 
[ f ] - i 
V%x,t) G f ] (股+)). (1.2.18) 
j=o 
The proof of the Proposition 1.2.1 is a standard procedure, which is a slight 
modification of the argument by Matsiimura, A. and Nishida, T. [21],[22]. 
Chapter 2 
Construction of the Approximate 
Solution 
In this chapter, we discuss how the linearized Euler equations can be formally 
derived from the linearized Navier-Stokes equations through different scaling and 
asymptotic expansions. The desired approximate viscous solutions to (1.2.2)-
(1.2.4) which approximates the given smooth solution of the linearized Euler 
equations uniformly away from the boundary and possess a sharp change near 
the boundary. The introduction of two different scalings, typical in perturbation 
theory [16], is formally necessary to describe two different regions of the flow: 
the inviscid region ( far away from the boundary ) and the viscous region (close 
to the boundary) where the viscous forces can not be ncglected even for small 
viscosity. 
2.1 Two-scale Asymptotic Expansions 
We approximate the viscous solutions of (1.2.2)—(1.2.4) uniformly up to the 
boundary by the following two-scale expansions 
V^- = Kn(£，:M) + \/M(£，^’0’ (2.1.1) 
19 
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where the inner expansion Vin and the boundary expansion Vbd are given, respec-
tively, as the truncated regular series 
Vin{e, X, t) = t) + ea\x, t) + t), (2.1.2) 
and for y = 
Vidie^ p t) = Bo(y, t) + eB\y, t) + t), (2.1.3) 
here a' = (a l ,a \ ,a i )^ and = 讽, B i , B记, i = 0,1,2 are all vector-valued 
functions to be determined. Then we give a formal expansion of dtVin + C^Vin 
and dtVbd + C^Vbd in terms of e. 
=(dto^ + A{x, + t)oP + A{x, f j a � ) 
+ £ (汰ai + A(x,力)a^y + W(x, t)a^ + A{x, 
+ £2 (dta2 + A{x, t)d乂 + yV(x, t)a^ + A{x, 
—B(x, t ) d y - 2B(x, t ) d y — B(x, t ) a � + S°(x, t) + S\x, t) + t)) 
+ ( — t ) d y - 2B{x, t)d.y — Bix, i y ) 
+ - d y - 2B(x,t)d乂 - (2.1.4) 
and 
7 
dtVM + C'VM + = 二 乂仏 （2.1.5) 
i=l 
where the terms K \ i 二 0,1，...，7，are given as follows 
K'(t) = A(0,t)dyB^, (2.1.6) 
+ yd:,A{0, t)dyBO + 乂(0’ t)dyB^ 
+ W(0, t)BO + i ( 0 , t)BO - B{0, t ) d l B \ (2.1.7) 
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K'it) =dtB' + + t)dyB' + 乂 (0, t)dyB'' 
+ yd洲0, t)BO + W(0, t)B' + yd:,A(0,+ i ( 0 , t)B' 
-ydj(0, - B(0, - 23(0, t)dyB\ (2 .1 .8 ) 
K\t) =dtB^ + 1^ /35】乂 (0’ t)dyB' + t)dyB' + t)dyB' 
+ ^ l / ' ^ X O , t)B' + yd,W(0, t)B' + W(0, t)B' + 0 ^ � 
+ ydiA(fi,t)Bi + A(0,t)B' - - ydJ(0,t}d^B' 
-攻0, 沪-2ydJ(0, i^dyB�— t)dyB' - B{Q, t)B^ 
+ <50(0，t) + S\Q, t) + S"2(0’ 0， (2.1.9) 
K'{t) ={dlA)a{ey,t)y%B' + [dlA) niey dyB' + {dlA) ^{ey dyB^ 
+ {dl'W)H{sy,t)y'B^ + [dlW)n{ey,t)y'B' + {dlW)R(ey,t)yB^ 
+ + {dlA)a(eyMB' + {dlA)n{ey,t)yB' 
-(dlB)n{ey^)y'dlB' + [dlB)n{ey^)y^dlB' + {d�龙niey,t�ydlB2 
-2{dlB)n.(ey,t)y%B' - 2{d'JUey,t)ydyB' - 2_,等2 
- 鄉 M e y , t)yB' - t)B' + y(d，h.(ey, t) 
+ y{d^S')n.(ey, t) + t), (2 .1 .10) 
K%t) = -2{d'J)n{ey, t)ydyB'' - t)yB' - B(0, t)B\ (2.1.11) 
and 
K\t) = -{d'JUsy,t)yB'. (2 .1 .12) 
Here wc use the notation that, for a smooth matrix-valued function A{x,t)= 
(e4)H(£2/，0 〜丄 (2.1.13) 
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2.2 Determination of Each Inner and Boundary 
Terms 
We now detail the construction of the various orders of inner and boundary expan-
sions. It should be noted that the same order of inner and boundary functions 
will be constructed simultaneously due to their coupling at the boundary. To 
determine the solutions of the governing problems of the terms of the inner ex-
pansion, we should first introduce here the existence theorem for the following 
general problem: 
dta' + jC^a' = F{x,t), in E+ x [0,T], (2.2.1) 
0) = 0， for t G [0，T), (2.2.2) 
a\x, 0) = f{x), for x G R+. (2.2.3) 
Proposition 2.2.1 Let k > 1 be an integer. Suppose that f{x) G H''{R+) and 
F{x, t) e X [0，r]) satisfy the compatibility condition of order k - 1 for 
(2.2.1)—(2.2.3). Then there exists a unique solution o} o/(2.2.1)—(2.2.3), such that 
k 
Proof: Introduce 
^ 1 0 0 \ , 1 0 0 � 
= 0 f 0 = 0 0 , (2.2.4) 
( � 0 jJ ( � • 6 ) 
where j3 and 5 arc functions of x and t. Ao is then positive definite due to the 
positivity and continuity of V' as seen by (1.2.1). Noticing both 
^ u 0 0 、 
Ao(x,t)A{x,t) = 0 f 1 
1 
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and AQ arc symmetric and smooth, we multiply the matrix 乂o on both sides of 
the equation in (2.2.1) and get the following initial boundary value problem for 
the symmetric first order hyperbolic system 
< 
Aodta' + C^a' = F{x,t), in R+ x [0，T], 
< M V ( 0 , 0 = 0, for t e [0,T], (2.2.5) 
a如,0) = f{x), for X G R+. 
\ 
where £ � = AqC^, with /：。the same definition as in (1.2.13) and M �二 ( 0 1 0 ) . 
The existence of the solutions of (2.2.5) is followed by the argument in [33], that 
is, there is a solution a' e n，=o�“^ ([•，幻；丑動-"V)) to (2.2.5), and hence the 
proposition is proved. • 
By setting the (9(l)-order term in (2.1.4) to be zero and imposing the bound-
ary and initial conditions (1.2.11)-(1.2.12), we have the following initial boundary 
value problem of a^, 
dtoP + C^a^ = 0, in ]R+izmes[0,Tj, 
< MOaO(0，t) = 0， for t G [0’ T], (2.2.6) 
= V O � ’ for x G R+. 
Then from the Proposition 2.2.1, there exists a unique solution aP of the problem 
(2.2.6) such that 
rn 
a � G P|C�[0,T]; ir^-�R+))’ (2.2.7) 
j=o 
for Vo(x) e 丑 a n d satisfies the compatibility condition of order m - 1 for 
(2.2.5) with F = 0, and f 二 It can be seen that is a solution of the initial 
boundary value problem of the linearized Euler equations (1.2.10)-(1.2.12). 
Next we turn to the first-order term B^ in the boundary expansion. Setting 
the 0(£-i)-ordG!r term in (2.1.5) to zero gives 
K\t) = A(0,t)dyB^{y,t) = 0， (2.2.8) 
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(。叫卜驗)）二。 （2.2.9) 
V 0 y y dyBl{y,t) y 
Since the boundary expansion V^ is cxpected to approximate well the deviation of 
the solution V^ from the inviscid flow in the vicinity of the boundary, we impose 
the decay condition at infinity to B^, that is 
t) 0, asy — + o o , j = 1，2. (2.2.10) 
The only solution to (2.2.9)-(2.2.10) is 
B^t)三 0, " e R + ’ j - 1 , 2 , (2.2.11) 
due to the condition (1.2.1). 
The first component Bg and the two components B} and B; are simultane-
ously determined by setting the (9(l)-order term in (2.1.5), i.e. to zero, 
which gives 
^ dtBS(y,t) \ I 0 0 0 � ( dyBS(y , t )� 
dtB?(y,t) + 0 0 dyB 认 
V y V ° � j 乂 dyB彻,t) y 
� 0 0 ) f \ I uJo 0 u A I BS(y,t)� 
+ 0 0 m t ) 9yB}(y,t} + 0 0 0 
[ 0 ^(0,0 0 y \ dyBi(y,t) / [uj2 0 UJ3 J [ B^(y,t) / 
^ TO 0 n W Bg(y,t) \ /bo 0 0 W dlB 滅 、 
+ 0 T3 b o 制 — 0 62 0 两B?(2/，0 = 0 . 
yn 0 T, ) \ Bl{y,t) ) \ 0 0 0 ； \ dlBl{y,t) 
(2.2.12) 
From the first equation, we get 
‘ 
dtBl 一 6o考召S + (吻 + t o ) B S = 0， in M+ x [0，T], 
< BS(0,t) = -aS(0, t) + ( R - a ) 0：, f o r t e l O , T ] , (2.2.13) 
BS(y,0) = 0, for y e 1R+. 
V 
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Notice that 
7W+(aO + BO)(0,i) = ((R-a)0i,0f, forte [0’T]. (2.2.14) 
Since 60 = ；^：^  > 0, the above equation of BQ is a linear uniform parabolic 
equation, and 召S(0，t), B以y, 0) satisfy the compatibility conditions at (0，0), then 
the cxistencc, uniqueness is followed by the theory of linear parabolic equations, 
see Ladyzhenskaya [18] • Retracing the similar argument in [33] with suitable 
modification, we have the following regularity of BQ 
{ u Y d 试 B 认 G C°([0,T];L2(]R+))， (2.2.15) 
» , 乂 , � a + iL「爪 1 , TM for k+a <m,k-\- ~ - < — , / G No, 
Zi L ^ . 
and 
d嫩y, 0 ) - 0 , = fory^ R+. (2.2.16) 
where {y) = + and Nq = N U {0}. And then from the second and third 
equations with BQ is determined above, the equations for B} and are given 
by the following ODEs: 
f ( Hl(B') \ ^ 
dy {y.t)= 1、 7 (仏 for y e E + , (2.2.17) 
\Bi J \ HUB')； 
where 
/ \ ( T2 0 \ 
UB�(仏力)=-MbS (仏力)’ （2.2.18) 
with the asymptotic behavior at infinity given as 
召j('"，0 —0，y-^+00, j = l,2. (2.2.19) 
The solutions Bj{j = 1,2) to (2.2.17)-(2.2.19) are uniquely given by 
poo 
B^(y,t)= / = 1,2. (2.2.20) 
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It follows from (2.2.15) and (1.2.1) that the integral in (2.2.20) is well-defined 
and 
{yyd^d^B](y,t) e CO([0，:n;L2(R+)), j = 1,2, (2.2.21) 
Q + 1 r 爪"I 
/ o r / c + a < m + l, /c + < [ y j , / G NQ. 
Moreover, (2.2.16) shows that 
ryr? i 
af Bjto，0) = 0’ j = 1，2，/c 二 0,1， . . .，[-J , for y e R+. (2.2.22) 
Next, wc turn to the second-order term a^ of the inner expansion. By setting 
the C>(£:)-order term in (2.1.4) to zero, we get the following initial boundary value 
problem for a^: 
dto} + C^a^ = 0’ in R+ x [0,T], 
< M°ai =-A/Obi’ forte[0,Tl (2.2.23) 
ai(:i�0) = 0, for X G 1R+. 
V 
Note that M^B^ docs not contain B j and is thus a known function. Set a^ = 
fli + Bi, where B^ = t). It follows from (2.2.22) with k = 0 that 
solves 
dtd^ + C^a^ = in R+ x [0,T], 
< M^a^ = 0, forte [0,T], (2.2.24) 
AI(A;,0) = 0, for x G M+. 
where 
It follow form (1.2.1), (2.2.21) and (2.2.22) that 
[f]-2 
F(B') e P I C J ' ( [ O ’ T I ; / / W - 2 - " ^ ' ( R + ) ) C 丑 [ 到 股 + X [O,R]) 
j=o 
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and 
dtF(B')(x, 0) 二 0’ /c 二 0’ 1，…’ - 2，for x G R+. 
Since / = 0 and F = F{B^) satisfy the compatibility condition of order [y] — 3, 
by Proposition 2.2.1 wc know that there exists a unique solution 
[ f ] - 2 
a' e f ] Cj( [0’T]; /7W-
3=0 
to (2.2.24). This implies that there exists a unique solution a^ to (2.2.23) such 
that 
•f]-2 
a^G n (2.2.25) 
j=o 
Then we come to determine Bq and Bj{j = 1,2). Requiring the 0(£)-order 
term in (2.1.5) to vanish, i.e. K^{t) = 0，one finds 
^ diBl \ ( 0 0 \ / dyBl ^ 
dtB\ 0 d l u m d l i l m ) dyBl 
\ dtBl ) V • 划 4 ^ ) ( 0 ’ 力 ） ) \ dyBl ) 
, 0 0 0 W dlBl \ / 0 0 2/co(0’ 0 \ / d y B S � 
+ 0 0 1(0,t) d^Bl - 0 0 0 
1^0 4^(0，0 0 ) V d � B g ) 1^  0 0 0 ) \ dyB�2 J 
< dMO,t� 0 0 入（ d y B i、 
+ y 0 dM0,t) dyBi 
� 0 a“4^)(o’o dM0,t) y \ ) 
〜“帥+ T"o)(0，0 0 \ / ^ 
+ 2/ 么 T"2(0，t) 0 d工丁3(0,t) Bf 
V d,(^2 + T4)(0,t) 0 a,(a;3 + r5)(0,0 ) \ B^ ) 
<。 。 。）广考BS ) / bo 。 。）/ d^Bl \ 
- y 0 5 , 6 2 ( 0 , 0 0 - 0 62(0, i ) 0 dlB\ 
Vo 0 • j V 〜2 树 j 0 0 0 ； V dlB\ ] 
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� o + To)((M) 0 (a;i + r i)(0,0 \ ( B^ ^ 
+ T2(0，0 0 T3(0，0 Bl 二 0， （2.2.26) 
V + 0 (a;3 + T"5)(0,i) ) \ B l J 
from which wc get the following linear parabolic equation for BQ, 
dtB', — bod'yBi + ydMO,t)dyB', + (wq + ro)iO,t)Bi 
+ + yd如 + To)(0,i)5S + (^1 + n){0,t)Bl 二 0’ (2.2.27) 
with the boundary condition 
丑oi(0，0 二-(4(0，i)， （2.2.28) 
and the initial condition 
Bl{y,0) = 0. (2.2.29) 
Noticc that 
yW+(ai + B^){0,t) = 0’ for t G [0，T]. (2.2.30) 
It follows from 6 � > 0 and the argument in [33]，there exists a unique solution jBJ 
to (2.2.27)-(2.2.29) such that 
� ‘ 对 《 树 G C;°([0，r];L2(R+))’ (2.2.31) 
"77? _ 
for k + a< - - 3 , / e No, • • 
and 
RRN 
= /c = 0,l,-.- ,[-J -3’ for y e E+. (2.2.32) 
Likewise, Bf and satisfy 
卜 ） 卞 删 ） ’ c ) 
[ b i J y 
where 
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+ yd她(0, t)BS + 0；2(0，t)Bi + 0；3(0，f)B\ + yd.r^iQ, t)Bl 
+ T"4(0,力)5O1+7"5(0,0 召 2I}, (2.2.34) 
and 
n , f 9\ 
Hl(B\B') = — [ - ( 0 , 0 ) - ' + yd,u{^,t)dyB\ + (^-j (0,t) 
+ yd工T2(0,t)BS + T2(0,t)B^ + Ts(0,t)B^ - 62(0, O^j^j}-
(2.2.35) 
We impose also the decay conditions at infinity 
B](y, 0 — 0’ asy-^00, j = l,2. (2.2.36) 
The unique solution to (2.2.33)-(2.2.36) is given by 
POO 
B]iy,t)= / j = l,2, (2.2.37) Jy 
which satisfy 
ivYd^d^B] e c � ( [ o，: r ] ; L 2 ( R+))， j = 1,2, (2.2.38) 
• 7 7 1 • 
for k +a < - - 3, / G No, 
-Zi • 
Furthermore, from (2.2.16)，(2.2.22) and (2.2.32)，we find that 
d 鄉 、 0 ) = 0, /c = 0’ 1，…，[j] — 3’ j 二 1’ 2’ " e R+. (2.2.39) 
By setting the 0(£:^)-order term to zero, we have the following initial boundary 
value problem for a^, 
+ = in R+ x [0,r j , 
< A4�2 = —MO丑2’ for t e [0,r], (2-2.40) 
a2(x,0) = 0’ for X E E+, 
\ 
where 
g(a。）= B{x, t)dy + 2B{x, t低a�+ B(x,力)a�— t) - S\x, t) - S\x, t). 
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Let y = a2 + 伊 4 � 2 + 辨’ 0)^(0, t). Then d^ solves the following initial 
boundary value problem 
( 
+£0^2 in E+ x [0,T], 
< M^a^ = 0, forte[0,T], (2.2.41) 
a2(a;,0) = 0, for x G E+, 
where 
P ( a O ， 伊 ） = + dtB�+ 




a;^P(aO’ 0) 二 0’ /c = 0，1, •. . , - 5, for x G R+. 
- ^ • 
Following the argument for a^, there exists a unique solution a? to (2.2.40) such 
that 
[f]-5 
a^G f l C"[0’r];//W-5-_7.(股+)). (2.2.42) 
j=o 
Finally, we determine Bq by requiring the (!)(£:^)-order term in (2.1.5) to vanish, 
i.e. B吕 is the solution to the following initial boundary value problem for the 
linear uniform parabolic equation 
( 
dtBl — hdlBl + (a;o + T^mt)Bl + B\ {B')n) = 0, in M+ x [0，r]’ 
< 树(0，0 = -«§(0,0， forte[0,Ti 
= for y e E+. 
V 
(2.2.43) 
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where 
G(B', B\ (B')jj) t ) d � + ^y'dXO,t)dyBi + ^y'd!u;o(0,t)dyBS 
+ yd,u;o(0,t)Bi + yd,uJi(0,t)B^ + (cji + T:)(0,t)B^ 
+ 去纪一， i ) B S + ydMO, + yd,T:(0, 
—2/CO(0’ t)dyB^ + S'(0, t) + 5 ^ ( 0 , t) + 5 ^ ( 0 , t). 
Notice that 
« M + ( A 2 + JB2)(0，0 = 0 ’ f o r t G [0，T]. (2 .2 .44 ) 
The solution Bq to (2.2.43) satisfies the properties that 
e C7�([o，ri;L2(R+))’ j = 1,2, (2.2.45) 
rm 1 
for k +a < ^ - 5 , /G No, 
• Zi -
Furthermore, 
0) = 0’ /c = 0’ 1 广 . ’ [专 ] - 5 , j = ye 1R+. (2.2.46) 
Thus the construction of a^ and B\ i = 1,2. are completed. 
2.3 Truncation Terms 
We can now concludc that the approximate solution V哪(:c’i) defined in (2.1.1) 
has at least the smoothness such that 
v ^ 響 n (2.3.1) 
j=o 
and it is the solution of the following initial boundary value problem 
atl/a卯(rc’ t) + t) + t)= 
+ m R+ x [0,T], (2.3.2) 
s 
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1 f (R- CyWi \ 
= � w i ’ yor 力 e [0,2^], (2.3.3) 
V 0 y 
V叩p(a；，0) = Vo(x), for rc G R+, (2.3.4) 
where 
Sin{€, X, 0 = ( — t)dla^ - 2B{x, - )3{x, 
+ 2B(x, - B(x, ’ (2.3.5) 
and ^ 
她 ， , i ^ K ' � ’ (2.3.6) 
Li=4 � / / 
here 
lK]jj(t) = ( 0 , K u K 2 f . (2.3.7) 
For any e > 0, 
f ] - 7 
Sin ( s ,x , t ) e n (2.3.8) 
and 




d 拟 e A t ) =0, /c = 0，l’... ’ [苦"I - 6 , for x G M+. (2.3.11) 
£ L ^ . 
Here (2.3.10) follows from the structure of Eu- Moreover, we have 
sup Yu (2.3.12) 
Slip Y^ ||�2/� 'afa,"&(£，:M)||i2(K+)SC. (2.3.13) 
啦】—号 ] - 6 
In the following, wc denote for simplicity || .丨丨 the norm for L2(]R+). 
Chapter 3 
Estimates of the Error Term of 
the Approximate Solution and 
Main Results 
In this chapter, we first derive the initial boundary problem of the error term, 
then by an energy estimate, we show the pointwise estimate of the error term of 
the approximate solution, which readily yields the uniform stability result for the 
linearized Navicr-Stokcs solution in the zero-dissipation limit. 
3.1 Error Equations 
The procedure of the error estimates is carried out by the following steps. Firstly, 
wc give the basic L^ estimate of the error term itself (see Lemma 3.2.1). Sec-
ondly, we then give the estimate of the tangential derivatives of the error term 
(see Lemma 1.2.1). Finally, using the equations (3.1.16)-(3.1.17) and the previ-
ous estimates, wc obtain the I ? estimate of the normal derivatives of the error 
term.(see Lemma 3.2.5). 
Define the error term (p^  = (jpf),灼,沟丁 of the approximate solution for the 
33 
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linearized Navier-Stokes equations (1.2.2)-(1.2.4). That is, 
t) = t) — \/叩t), for (x, t)eR+ X [0’ T]. (3.1.1) 
whose existence is guaranteed by the discussion in chapter 1, and together with 
(2.3.1) and Proposition 1.2.1, and we have 
e | ^ ( 7 ) ( [ 0 ， 7 1 ; 丑 3 - ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 
Furthermore, from (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) and (2.3.2)-(2.3.4), it can be seen that 妒 solves 
the following initial boundary value problem 
/ 
+ C'ip'{x,t) = £”(€, f，0， in R+ x [0,T], 
< = 0’ for t e [0,T], (3.1.3) 
= 0, for X 6 M+, 
V 
where 
J(e,l,t) = (Jo,J“)T(〈，t) 
= sSin(s,x,t) + S:b4e, j , t ) (3.1.4) 
and Cf is the same definition as in (1.2.5). By (2.3.8)-(2.3.11) and the assumption 
m > 13, we have 
J { s A , t ) e f^Cj([0，T];i/2-j(lR+)), (3.1.5) 
已 3 = 0 
p O ) = 0, /c 二 0’ 1，a; e 1R+. (3.1.6) 
Then it follows from (2.3.12)，(3.1.5) and (3.1.6) that for 0 < i < T, 
\\d,J{e,t)f<Ce, (3.1.8) 
\\dtJ{e,t)f<Ce, (3.1.9) 
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and 
\\xd^J{e,t)f <Ce. (3.1.10) 
Hereafter, wc write <p = ((^o, V i^, V'2)^  instead of (p^ for simplicity. The equations 
that LP satisfies are 
(h例 u 0 0 \ I dx^po 
dt^i + 0 u ^ d^ipi 
\ y \ 0 ^ / V 5 工 仍 ) 
购 0 的） f ) f To 0 7"1 ) f 
+ 0 0 0 + T"2 0 T3 ipi 
y 0；2 0 J \ J \ 7-4 0 Ts J y (P2 J 
〜 0 0 ) / a�(A) ) / 0 。 ) / a 测 、 
二 0 62 0 dlipl +2£2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 y / 0 0 ) \ d:c<P2 J 
/ n n I \ / \ / T \ 
f 0 0 / C 2 � 卜 0 、 Jo 
+ £2 0 0 0 ifii +£2 Ji (3.1.11) 
y 0 0 k-s J y(p2 J \ J2 ) 
and 
MO. t) = vpi(0,0-0, for tete [0’ T], (3.1.12) 
仍作,0) = 0’ for X e R+. (3.1.13) 
Multiplying the matrix Ao{x, t) defined in (2.2.4) to the equations (3.1.11)，we 
get the following symmetric system 
< 1 0 0 、 / 如 0 ) ( u 0 0、 / d^ipo� 
0 0 dm + 0 Pu I d^cp, 
y 0 0 s J y dt(p2 y y 0 1 J \ dx仍 
( . \ ( \ ( n \ / \ 0；0 0 CJi \ / (po \ / To 0 Ti \ (/?� 
+ 0 0 0 + /?T2 0 卢 T"3 (FII 
\ SuJ2 0 6uj-s J y (fi2 J \ Sn 0 5T5 J \(P2 J 
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\ 0 0 ) / ) / 0 0 A:�） / d M � 
=£2 0 (51)2 0 d l^ i 0 0 0 d^ipi 
V 0 • 0 八 彻 2 ) 0 0 0 八 如 2 ) 
� � / C 2 ) / V^O ) / Jo \ 
+ 0 0 0 cpi (5Ji , (3.1.14) 
y 0 0 6k3 J y ip2 J y SJ2 
which, can be written as 
dt^o + ud^ifo + (0；0 + ro)v?o + + 
= e \ d l ( p o + 2s"%d工 ip2 + + eVo, (3.1.15) 
Pdt<^i + 5d工 + + + 3丁评 2 = e^f^b 武 ifi + e^i^Ji, (3.1.16) 
Sdt^P2 + dx 外 + 6udx^2 + + T4)ipo + (5 (0；3 + T如 2 
= + (3.1.17) 
where (3 and 6 arc the same as (2.2.4). 
3.2 Energy Estimates 
In this scction, wc carry out the energy estimate step by step. In the following, 
we use the notation that 
= ( < A ) ⑷， � ) + � ’ ^ ^ � ) + ( # 2 � ’ � ) ’ 
with (.，.）denotes the inner product in 
3.2.1 Basic I? Estimates 
Lemma 3.2.1 The error term (p satisfies 
sup M t ) f + C e ' T [T \\d,^j{T)rdT < C£5’ （3.2.1) 
0 鄉 j^Jo 
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where C is a uniform constant depending on supj^+^jo.Tjd^'l) l^x^'l, 
Proof: Taking the inner product in of (3.1.15) with (fo, we get by inte-
gration by parts that 
I d^uifldx - [ {uo + TQ)ipldx - [ (0；1 
2 JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ / kodx(p2^podx + £� k2(p2^odx + / Joifodx, 
Jr+ JR+ Jm+ 
Using Young's inequality yields 
at 7R+ 
<C [ M^dx-hC [ \ip2\^dx-\-Ce' [ \Jo\^dx, (3.2.2) 
JR+ JR+ 
where the boundary condition (3.1.12) have been used. Multiplying (fi to (3.1.16), 
and integrating by parts with the condition (3.1.12) give that 
14： [ I dt^ifldx - \ [ dJJ3u)彻工 + f d工仍.ifidx 
2 ctt 7K+ 丄 JR+ 丄 JR+ JR+ 
+ / Pr2(pQipidx + / (hw2(pidx + £2(3b2 / | 氏 二 £。乂 "Jic^icb. 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
Then we have 
~ [ P<pldx + (5h2e^ [ f • ^idx 
<C [ M^dx + C [ \ipi\^dx-\-C [ M^dx + Ce'' [ \Ji\^dx, (3.2.3) 
Jr+ JR+ 7R+ Jm+ 
where C is a constant depending on supK+x[o,r](l^1» I么V'l’ 丨这V'l). Similarly, due 
to assumption u(0, t) = 0, wc get 
( - [ dx(p2 • (pidx 
^ M Jr+ Jm+ 
<C [ \ipofdx-^C f M^dx + Ce^ [ \J2\^dx. (3.2.4) 
JR+ JR+ 
Summing (3.2.2)-(3.2.4) up gives 
^ • _ l i ; w + C^?i]ll^^2w|_|2+e4||J(e’t)f. (3.2.5) 
‘ 3=0 
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By virtue of (1.2.1) and the fact that (3 and 6 are positive and continuous, then 
there exists a constant Cq depending on supj^+xi�’” | such that 
2Co-i||vP � ||2 < ||<^wii;^。(,）< ColWOir’ forO<t<T. (3.2.6) 
Hence, 
< c f ||vp(T)||2 + Ce' f \\J{e,T)fdT, f o r O < t < T . (3.2.7) 
Jo Jo 
In view of (2.3.13), we have 
[ I � ( £ ’ l ’ t ) | 丄TgCe， for 0<t<T, 
JR+ £ 
which together with (3.1.7) and utilizing Gronwall's inequality and then taking 
the supreme of t, wc conclude that 
sup � + r \ \ d . ^ j { T ) f d T < C e \ 
• 
3.2.2 Tangential Derivatives Estimates 
Wc call (dt^, xdx^) the tangential derivatives of if, and denote it by DtanSP. Before 
giving the tangential derivatives of ip, we first list the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2.2 For some uniform constant C depending on SIIP]R+X[O,T](I^ 'I) I氏 I这^1， 
we have 
芸 亡 （ l a 為 ⑴ 丨 2 如 
< c \ \ m \ \ ' + C M t ) f + C \ \ x d M t ) f + (3.2.8) 
where ip{x,t) = dt(p{x,t) = -
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Proof: Using the notation ip = dt^p 二（"00’ V^ i, "02)了，we derive from the equa-
tions (3.1.15)-(3.1.17) and (2.3.11)，ip satisfies the following initial and boundary 
conditions 
= = (3.2.9) 
and 
lim ij{x,t) = 0. (3.2.10) t—>0+ 
It follows from (3.1.15) that 如 solves 
dtipQ - e%odlipo + u d 工 + (CJQ + TQ)少Q + + ri)ip2 
-dt'udx^Po — dt{ujQ + TQ)ipo + £^k2ip2 + (3.2.11) 
We multiply the above equation by iJjq and integrate the resulting equation over 
]R+ to obtain after integration by parts that 
•兰 WolP+e�/ \dM^dx - \ f f {uJo + ro)\H'dx 
2 at 2 JR+ Jw+ 
/ dikAip2 . ip^dx + / dtk2^2ipQdx + / kod* . -^odx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
-/ dt(uji + Ti)(p2i/Jodx - / dtud^c^o • ^odx - / dt{ujQ + TQ)(pQipodx 
Jm+ Jr+ JM.+ 
+ / h如中odcc + e:"^ / dtJoipodx - / {ui + Ti)ip2ipodx 
<08^ / dx^2 -i^Q + C / (p2ipodx + Ce"^ / d ^ . ipodx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C / da:<po • ijjodx + C (po^odx + C / + dtJo •如dx 
/ [ \ip2\^dx-\-C [ M^dx 
上 Jk+ JR+ Jr+ 
+ C f I功2丨2丄T + c/ \d^ipo?dx^C [ \ipo\^dx + Ce'' [ IdtM^dx. 
Jr+ Jr+ Jr+ Jr+ 
(3.2.12) 
where wc have used the Young's inequality. Then 
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< C I M''dx + C [ \ip2\^dx + C [ l^oN^ 
JR+ JR+ JM+ 
+ C [ \^Jj2\^dx + C [ Id.ipofdx + Cs'' f \dtJofdx. (3.2.13) 
Similarly, it follows from the equation (3.1.16) that 
陶 I + - + dtPipi 
=e^dt{0b2)dlifi + s^dM + e'pdtJi - dt{pu)d,ip, 
-da:ip2 - dt{PT2)^o - dt{Prs)(p2 - I3r2ip0 — p T * (3.2.14) 
Taking inner product with ipi in and integrating by parts yield 
2 ctt ^ JR+ JR+ 
- I f + f /" dtP\^i\^dx 
<£2 [ dt{/3b2)dlipi^idx + e'^ [ dtPMidx 
+ / PdtJi . ipidx - / dt{pu)da:cpi . ipidx - / PT2ipoipidx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
- / dtWr2)ip2^idx - / dt(Pn)ip2Adx - / Pr^M'^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
<Ce^ [ d.工ifA如da: + Ce^ [ Jiipidx + Ce^ f dtJiipidx + C / d^^外• ipidx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C / (P2^idx + C / il^Qipidx + C / \ip2\'^dx 
JM+ JR+ JR+ 
f IdM^dx^C [ + f + ( \dtJi\^dx 
2 JK+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C [ M^dx-hC f f \ip2\''dx + C f \ijj2?dx, (3.2.15) 
7R+ JR+ JR+ JM+ 
where Ci is a uniform constant which is independent of e. 
[ + f [ dMida: 
2 at 7r+ JR+ Jr+ 
<C [ \ip2\^dx + C [ \^o\''dx + C [ + C f M^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ f [ \dtJi\''dx^+C [ \d:,ipi\'^dx. (3.2.16) 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
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It is easy to chcck that ip2 satisfies 
Sdtip2 + Sudxip2 + {Suj3 + 扣5)也 + dt5 冲 2 — e'^6kzip2 
=e^dt{6ks)ip2 + e^dt6J2 + eMdth 一 d工冲i - dt{6u)d:,ip2 
—dt{6uj2 + St4)(Po - dt(6u)3 + 5 t如2 + + Sn)如. (3.2.17) 
Wc multiply ip2 on both sides and integrate over 1R+ to obtain 
•芸 / SM'dx-l [ ^t6\^P2\'dx - \ j 
2 ./R+ z JR+ Z 
+ [ {6LJs^SnM2\''dx+ [ dt6\ilj2\''dx-e'' f 6kM^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
/ dt{6k-i)ip2ip2dx + / dtSJ)秘工 + e!^ / ddtJ2^2dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
—/ dt{5u)dx^2 •机dx — / dt(Su2 + Srijcpo . ijj2dx 
JR+ JR+ 
- / .机dx - / dt{6u3 + 6T5)(p2ip2dx + / {6u;2 + 6n)'ipoip2dx. 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
(3.2.18) 
That is 
~ f S\^2?dx+ [ dx^i • ^p2dx 
</o + C [ \ipo\^dxC [ \ip2\''dx-^C f I彻pdT 
Jr+ Jr+ Jr+ 
+ Ce4 [ \J2\^dx^Ce' f \dtJ2?dx + C [ M^dx, (3.2.19) 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
where 
Io= dt{Su)d:c'P2 . ^2dx. 
JR+ 
By virtue of n(0, t) = 0 and dtu(0, t) = 0，one finds that for ^ G (0’ x), 
Io= [ dt{Su)d:,ip2 • i^2dx - [ {dt(6u){0,t))dM-'^2dx 
JR+ JR+ 
=[xdlJ6u{^, t))d,ip2 • Ip2dx <C [ \xd,ip2\^dx + C [ M^dx. 
JR+ JR+ 
Then we obtain 
[ S\ip2\'^dx+ [ d工如•dx 
么 J R + JR+ 
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< c [ \ipo\^dx-\-C [ \ip2\^dx + C [ \^Po\^dx + C [ 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
[ \J2\^dx + Ce'' [ \dtJ2\''dx + C [ \xd:,ip2fdx. (3.2.20) 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
Summing (3.2.13), (3.2.16) and (3.2.20) up, and noticing that 
/ dxip2 • ipidx = - / dxipi • Ip2dx, 
due to the boundary condition (3.2.9), we get 
j=0 
<C\\mf + Cy(t)f + Ce'\\J{eM' + Ce'\\dtJ(s, O f 
1 
+ + C\\xdMt)\?- (3 .2 .21) 
j=o 
Then by fact 3.1.7, 3.1.9 and together with Lemma 3.2.1, we conclude 
+ 亡 II氏V j^�||2 
j=0 
1 
+ c y m ' + c j 2 iMm'dx+c\\xdMm' 
<C\\m\\' + C\\xd.Mt)\? + (3 .2 .22) 
Integrating over [0,T], wc get the conclusion of the Lemma. • 
It requires us to estimate the term xdx^{t), and this is given by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3 There holds the estimate 
芸 + c e 亡 \\dMm' < cmw+c\\dtip{t)r+c^e'， （3.2.23) 
j=o 
where ^{x^ t) = xdx^ — ($0’ <^1’ $2)"^，cmd C is a uniform constant depending on 
the hounds of V, dxV\ dtV, d^^V, CQ, CI and xdxV. 
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Proof: Applying xdx to the equations (3.1.15)-(3.1.17), using the notation 
(f>(x, t) = xdx<p, one finds that </>�satisfies the equation 
dt^Q + dxu4)o + xudlifo + xda:{ujQ + ro)(^ o 
A A 
+ (a;o + To) 00 + + ri)(f2 + (wi + ri)(f)2 
� r e 么 + + + + eixdj^a^pi + s^xD^JQ. 
(3.2.24) 
Multiplying to the equation and integrating by parts yield 
= - / - [ xudlifo • dlipodx 
I at JR+ 
- 0:da:(UJo + To)cpo知dcC — (0；。+ Tq) 
JR+ JR+ 
- / xdx{uJl + Ti)(p2^odx - / (CJi + 
+ / xda:{dl(po)^odx + / 
JR+ JR+ 
+ 2£2 / koxdl(p2. ^odx + £2 ko^2i>odx 
+ / xdxkoip2}odx + e^ / xdxJo^odx 
=2e'^ / d^^h^Qdx - / — / + 7"o)<^�(^(i:r 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
—/ (^0 + rQ)\}o\'^dx + £ / + / ccdJ<:Q(p2i>od3： 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ / xdxJo^odx + / (a；! + Ti)^2^odx 
r 3 
- / + (3.2.25) 
^針 i=l 
where 
h = boe'^ / xd:,{dl(po)iodx, 
h = / kQxdlip2 .去odcc, 
Jm+ 
h = - xudl^pQ • ^odx. 
JR+ 
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which can be estimated as follows: 
h = bo£^ / (5X00 - 2dl(po)4)odx 
Jr+ 
=—6�£2 / + 2bo£^ / dlifo • ^ odx 
=—6�£2 [ |a - 2boe^  [ d^^podjodx, (3.2.26) 
\h\ <Ce^ / xda:(p2dxj>odx + Ce^ / dx^24>odx 
JR+ JR+ 
<Ce^ I i)2djQdx I i f ^d jodx， (3.2.27) 
JR+ JR+ 
and 
h = - x'^udlLpodx^Podx 
JR+ 
=/ xu\dx(po\'^dx + / x^dxuldx^pofdx 
JR+ JR+ 
=/ u(^:cda:(po)dx(pQd:c + / dxU . {xd^^of^dx 
JR+ JR+ 
=/ udx^Q^Qdx + / (3.2.28) 
So, 
+ J^JdMdx 
<C f \ipo\^dx + C [ \ip2\^dx + C [ \i)o\^dx + C [ 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C [ [ \dJo\'dx + Ce' [ \xdM'dx, 
JR+ 丄 JIR+ 
(3.2.29) 
i.e. 
<C [ \ipo\^dx + C f \ip2\''dx + C [ liol^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
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+ C I \$2\'^ dx + C [ + Ce^ [ \xd:,Jopdx. (3.2.30) 
Next, it follows from (3.1.16) that solves 
Pdt^i + djj3u�务 1 + xda:pdt(pi + xPudlipi + xdlip^ 
+ xd:c{Pr2)(p2 + WTT)冬 Q + + 
=e''xd:,{pb2)dlipi + £^pb2xdM<Pi) + s^xd^iPJi). (3.2.31) 
Wc multiply the above equation by and integrate the resulting equation over 
1R+ to obtain after integration by parts that 
H [ [ dtPM'dx+ [ xd^pdt^i . ^idx 
+ / dx + / xdl(p2 •务idx + / 工3,从13丁2�仍iidcc 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ / {(3T2)Midx + / xdx(pr3)ip2^idx + / (pr3)$2^idx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
< V /i + [ xd: ,PMidx + / Pxd^cJi . k d x , (3.2.32) 
where 
h = — xpudl^pi^idx, 
Jr+ 
h = P f 
Jr+ 
h = / xd^[l5h2)dl^pi . ^idx, 
JR+ 
which can be estimated as follows: 
I/4I S / x'^udl(pida:(pidx 
JR+ 
< / xu{dx(pi)'^dx + / 
JR+ JM+ 
< / • j)idx + / da:u(i)ifdx， (3.2.33) 
I /5 I < f (dl^i - • kdx 
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< C2S^  [ d l^ i . ^ i d x - 2 [ dl^pi) • i idx 
< I djh dx + f d：^仍 dj)i dx 
JR+ JR+ 
< 2026^  [ + ( 丨‘f/o;， (3.2.34) 
where C2 is a uniform constant which is independent of e. 
I/GI < Ce^ f dlifi. ^idx < Ce^ f d^^—Ji dx 
JR+ JR+ 
<Ce'' [ \d:,ifi\''dx + Cs'' [ \dji\''dx (3.2.35) 
So, 
g f [ xdlip2kdx + Cie^ [ \d%\dx 
丄 at JR+ 
< ] ： [ [ xd^^dm • iidx - [ 
Z JR+ JR+ JR+ 
- / xd.j:{(5T2)^2^\dx - / {(5T2)Midx - / 
Jr+ Jr+ JR+ 
- / (PT3)^24>idx + / udx(pi . ^ idx + / dxu{^ifdx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
Ce^ [ \dM\^dx + Ce'' f \dji\''dx 
JR+ JR+ 
<C [ \4>o\^dx + C [ l^il'^dx + C [ [ \ip2\^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ -'IR+ 
+ c / \dtipi\'dx + c [ + [ \dM^dx 
JR+ JR+ 2 JR+ 
+ [ \Ji\^dx + Ce'' [ (3.2.36) 
JR+ JM+ 
i.e. 
• [ f xdlif^dx 
<C [ + C / l^ipdx' + C [ 1(^2^3；+ C [ M^dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C f \dtipi\^dx^C [ Id^.ifil^dx + Ce'^ [ \Ji\'^dx + Cs"^ [ \xd:,Ji\^dx. 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
(3.2.37) 
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Similarly, one can show that 知 satisfies 
Sdt^2 + dx{Su)^2 + x d j . dt(p2 + ^udlipi + xu6dl<p2 + {6ujs + 去2 
+ xdx{Su2 + St4^)(Po + {6UJ2 + (5T4)0O + xdx(6uJ3 + STS)(P2 
杏2 + £^xd:,{5hi)<p2 + e^xdj . J2 + e'^6 • xd:,J2. (3.2.38) 
Taking inner product in with 务2, and integrating give us the following 
estimate 
為 妄 [ 引 I xdjdt(p2 • hdx + I 
2 at Jr+ Jr+ 
+ / xdlcpi .务2dx + / xdx{SiJ2 + STA)仰去2d:ic 
+ / (6uj2 + 6u)(i)Q(t)2dx + / + 5n)^p2(j)2dx + / ((^cjs + 5T^)\(f)2\ dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
二 f x6dlif2}2dx + e^ [ + [ dt6\^2\''dx 
Jr+ JR+ 2 JR+ 
+ £：2 / xdx{5kz)(p2^2dx + e^ / xdxS • J2^2dx + e^ / 5xdxJ2^2dx. 




=- dx(Su)\^2\'^dx - / 5udx(p2^2dx 
JR+ JR+ 
= - [ - / {6u(x,t) - 5u{0,t))d:c^2hdx 
=-[d:,(6u)\h\''dx - [ (3.2.40) 
Jr+ Jr+ 
So, 
• 4 f _2|2cb’+ / xdlipi^2dx 
2 at 7k+ JM+ 
<C f M^dx^C f M^dx + C [ IM^dx + C [ 
JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C f \dtip2\^dx + Ce'' [ \J2\''dx^Ce'' [ \xd:,J2\^dx. (3.2.41) 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
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Summing (3.2.30), (3.2.37) and (3.2.41) up and noticing that 
/ xd^(pi^2dx = - dx^Pihdx - / a;氏v：?!氏 
=- dx^pi • hdx — / 4)idxj>2dx 
=- dx(pi • i)2dx - / }idx{xda:(p2)dx 
JR+ JR+ 
= - dx^Pi . i)2dx - / x^idl(p2dx - / 去idx仍(kc 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
=- dx^Pi • ^2dx - / xdl(p2 • ^idx - / xdx^idx^2dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
=—2 I dx^Pi . i)2dx — / xdl(p2 • }idx, 
JR+ JM+ 
together with Lemma 3.2.1, we get 
j=0 
<c\\m\'+ c y f + c\\dMt)r 
1 
j=o 
<cmt)f + C\\dtip{t)f + + Ce\ (3.2.42) 
Due to (3.2.6), (3.1.7) and (3.1.10) the above inequality is equivalent to 
-丢II孙)"2 + Ce"亡 \\djjm' < � | | 2 + C\\dMm' + (3.2.43) 
jf_=0 
which implies 
1 H 1 




Combining Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.3 yield the following Proposition for 
the estimate of the tangential derivatives DtanSP-
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Proposit ion 3.2.4 It holds that 
1 T 
sup [ \\d,Dtan^{t)fdt < Ce\ (3.2.45) 
0<t<T ^ Jo 
where C is the same as in Lemma 3.2.3. 
Proof: Add (3.2.8) and (3.2.44), we have 
, 1 
J^\\Dtan<p{t)f + Cel Y . II 氏 � l|2 < C\\Dtan^(t)f + C^^ (3.2.46) 
j=o 
In view of the fact that both ip and 0 satisfy the zero initial conditions, using 
Gronwall's inequality yields 
\\Dtan^(t)f < 6 V . (3.2.47) 
Then combining (3.2.46)’ one shows that 
1 T 
I \\dMan<p{t)fdt < Cs'. (3.2.48) 
J=0 Jo 
Taking supreme with respect to time t implies the desired conclusion. • 
3.2.3 Normal Derivatives Estimates 
It remains to estimate the normal derivatives of if. We have the following lemma. 





sup \\d:c<P2f < Ce. (3.2.50) 
Q<t<T 
where C is a uniform constant depending on the bounds ofV', d^VdtV\ dhV'^ CQ, CI 
and xdxV. 
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Proof: From (3.2.5) and using Young's inequality, we obtain 
一 E "氏灼f S - " 、 ⑴ + + 一”外“)l|2 
j=0 
< Ce'' + C£5’ (3.2.51) 
where wc have used Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.4. Thus 
1 
sup y (3.2.52) 
0 鄉 S 
We now turn to estimate dx(p2, which will be denoted by 如.Differentiating the 
equation (3.1.17) with respect to x and combing the equation (3.1.16), we derive 
that 
5dt<h + + (d的 + 紅5)�2 + + 民 ( 如 _ 
=Q(e,x,t), (3.2.53) 
where 
Q(£’ x’t) = - ^ ^ (Pdt'Pi + j3ud:,(pi + j3t2(Po + /3t3(P2 - e'^pji) 
-dxSdt(p2 - dx{Suj2 + Sr4)(po - (Suj2 + 叫d工cpo 
-da;(ScJ3 + St5)(P2 + £2氏(从3)(/?2 + S^OJ . J2 + 
Multiplying 令2 and integrating by parts give 
z AT 乙 JE+ 乙 JR+ 




/ Q{£, X, t)(f2dx = I {£Q{£,x,t)){-(fi'2)dx 
JR+ JR+ E 
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=-[-]-dt^i{-(f2)dx - [ - [ ^ipo(-<^2)dx Jr+ ^02 £ 7k+ £02 e JiR+ £02 £ 
— I ^(p202dx + I eJicp2{-<f2)dx - I dx(6u3 + ST5)(p2(f2dx 
JR+ £02 7R+ £ 7K+ 
-/ djdt(p2<^2dx - / d.j;(6uJ2 + 5T4)(po(f2dx - / dxiSiJ2 + ST4)da:(fo • (f2dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ £2 dj:{6k-i)^2^2dx + e^ / dx^ • J2^2dx + e^ / 6dxJ2'P2dx 
JR+ JR+ JR+ 
s JR+ 7R+ £ Jm+ JR+ 
+ 马 / M^dx-he^ [ \J,\^dx + C [ \dtipi\^dx + C [ \ipo\^dx 
£ JR+ JR+ JR+ JR+ 
+ [ \ip2\''dx + C [ \ip2\''dx + C [ \d,<pofdx 
JR+ JM+ JR+ 
+ C e ] \J2\''dx + Ce"" [ \da:J2\^dx. (3.2.54) 
JR+ JR+ 
Then 
JR+ 已 JR+ e JR+ e JR+ 
+ f |JipdT + C f \dtip2\^dx + C [ \dM\^dx 
JK+ JR+ JR+ 
+ C f \ip2\^dx + [ + f <C f + Ce, 
JR+ JM+ JM+ 
(3.2.55) 
where we liavc used (1.2.1)，Lemma 3.2.1’ Proposition 3.2.4，and the properties 
of the remainder term J{s,x,t) (3.1.7) and (3.1.8). Since (^ 2(工’0) = 0, then by 
Gronwall's inequality, we get 
< Ce. (3.2.56) 
Thus the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 is completed. • 
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3.3 Pointwise Estimates 
Now, we can show the pointwise estimate for the error terms. To this end, we 
need the following Sobolev's inequality. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let g(x) be a function defined in 败+ such that g,dxg are in 
Then the following inequality is valid for g, 
sup \g{x,t)\ < \/2 sup . (3.3.1) 
0<i<T 0<t<T 
Thus we have the estimate for any e such that 0 < e < 1: 
Proposit ion 3.3.2 
sup \ ipo(^ , t ) \<Ce ' / \ (3.3.2) 
R+ X [0,T] 
sup |(/9i(:E，i)| s C£"4， (3.3.3) 
R+x[0,T] 
and 
sup \ip2{x^t)\ < Ce^!'^ . (3.3.4) 
R+x[0,T] 
Proof: As a conscquence of Lemma 3.2.1’ Proposition 3.2.4, and Lemma 3.3.1, 
we obtain that 
sup 
K+x[0,T] 





<V2 sup 丨 氏 < j = 0,1. (3.3.6) 
0<t<T 
• 
Wc next return to the original notations of the problem (??), Define the correction 
term as 
尺 £ = { n i n m f 
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2 
=Y^ €W(X, t) + (3.3.7) 
i=i e 
and 
五 、 （ & 柯 ， 一 ， • 场 ) ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) 
Then it follows from the previous discussions, the following uniform stability 
result for the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (1.2.2)-(1.2.4) holds, which is 
the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let m > 13 be an integer. Suppose that the initial data Vq G 
//爪(IR+) satisfies the compatibility condition of order [ Y ] - 1 for (1.2.2)—(1.2.4) 
for any e > 0 and the compatibility condition of order [m] — 1 for ( 1 . 2 . 1 0 ) -
(1.2.12). Then the solution V^ of the initial boundary value problem of the 
linearized Navier-Stokes equations (1.2.2)-(1.2.4), the solution V^ of the initial 
boundary value problem of the linearized Euler equations (1.2.10)—(1.2.12)，and 
the correcting term E^ defined in (3.3.8) exist uniquely in the spaces such that 
m 
T 
V' e f ] C^([0,T]; /r".-2j.(R+))’ (3.3.9) 
3=0 
[ml 
1/0 G (3.3.10) 
j=0 
e f ] (7_([0，T];/r"-i5-j(^+))， (3.3.11) 
j=0 
and the following estimates hole for any £ such that 0 < £ < 1; 
sup - Q ^ - < Cei, (3.3.12) 
(x,t)GlR+x[0,T] 





where C is a uniform constant depending on supj^+^jo.Tjd^l) l^tV'l, l^xVli \xdxV'\). 
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As a conscqiience from the Theorem 3.3.3’ we have 
Corollary 3.3.4 Under the assumptions in Theorem 3.3.3, there holds the esti-
mate for any r] > 0, 0 < a < 1, and 0 < £ < 1， 
sup { |y(a;’t) —�o(a；’,）+ -
+ <Ch£, (3.3.15) 
where C” is a constant depending only on r] and supk+x[o’t](I V|，I这"^ '1，I氏V|， 
I 宪 Y'l，丨功oy'l). 
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